Next-generation DNA sequencing (NGS) technologies are currently being applied in the clinical setting for the treatment of disease. The goal is to use high-throughput sequencing to identify specific variants within each tumor and to recommend personalized treatment approaches or clinical trials tailored to the individual\'s disease and genomic profile.[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5] Most of these assays currently are comprised of either predefined sequencing panels, in which a handpicked set of clinically significant genes are examined within each patient, or are cancer type--specific targeted sequencing protocols or whole-exome platforms that cover only the coding region of the patient\'s genome.[@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8] Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) allows hypothesis-free interrogation of both coding and noncoding regions of the genome to reveal more potential therapeutic options than examining a small set of genes or genomic loci.[@bib9], [@bib10] The assay eliminates sequence capture--related bias observed in whole-exome or panel sequencing. Clinical NGS assays undergo strict analytical validation protocols before their diagnostic use.[@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14] We therefore have performed analytical validation of whole-genome and transcriptome sequencing (WGTS) of patient-derived tumors and matched normal for the purposes of clinical testing and have devised a clinical reporting strategy of significant driver- and therapeutic-associated mutations. Many clinical NGS validation guidelines are directed toward targeted panel or exome sequencing at high depths of sequencing.[@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17] Here, we expanded on New York State\'s Department of Health NGS Oncology guidelines for somatic genetic variant detection (updated and revised March 2015), developing them into novel standards applicable to WGTS for the purposes of clinical test validation. The optimum depth of sequencing necessary for high confidence somatic variant calling was first estimated using *in silico* analysis of a virtual human genome. WGS laboratory protocols for DNA and RNA sequencing derived from fresh or frozen (FF) and formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tumor samples were then validated. A series of experiments were performed to assess the accuracy and reliability of the results based on standardized laboratory and bioinformatics protocols. WGS was performed for tumor/normal pairs on a total of 125 specimens (77 FF, 48 FFPE), a subset of which had known genomic profiles. The validation results and clinical WGTS standards for depth of sequencing, reproducibility, sensitivity, and limit of detection analysis for single nucleotide variant (SNV) calling, copy number identification, and structural variations are presented here. RNA sequencing is performed to identify fusions and to confirm DNA variants and exonic aberrations. The New York Genome Center WGTS clinical assay is intended to provide a more comprehensive patient variant discovery approach suitable for directed oncologic therapeutic applications.

Materials and Methods {#sec1}
=====================

DNA and RNA Sequencing Preparations {#sec1.1}
-----------------------------------

A total of 125 tumors and matched normal samples were collected from patients with consent and under institutional review board guidelines. Tumor/normal samples were gifted from the following investigators: Drs. Olca Basturk, Umesh Bhanot, Alex Kentis, and Marc Ladanyi (Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY) and Drs. Govind Bhagat and Mahesh Mansukhani (Columbia University Cancer Center, New York, NY). The 125 tumor/normal sample sets consisted of 16 different cancer types ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The AllPrep DNA/RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) designed for purifying both genomic DNA and total RNA from tissue samples was used. Because there is no need to divide the sample into two for separate purification procedures, maximum yields of DNA and RNA can be achieved. The purified DNA and RNA are eluted separately and ready to use in any downstream application. Total DNA and RNA from approximately 10 mg of tumor tissue was extracted. Total genomic DNA purified from 200 μL of whole blood by using the QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit from Qiagen was used as a normal reference for sequencing. DNA sequencing libraries were prepared with the KAPA Library preparation kit (Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington, MA). This process included shearing the DNA, repairing the ends of the fragments, adding an A-base to the 3′ ends, ligating Illumina adapters, and amplifying the DNA to prepare samples for sequencing. The DNA is sheared to an average base pair size of 450 bp by using the Covaris LE220 instrument (Covaris, Woburn, MA) under default settings. After shearing, the DNA end repair step uses T4 DNA polymerase and Klenow DNA polymerase to remove 3′ overhangs and to fill in the 5′ overhangs. Because the adapter ligation requires the presence of a 3′ A-base on the double-stranded DNA fragments, the adenylation step uses dATPs and Exo(-) Klenow to adenylate the DNA fragments. NEXTflex-96 DNA adapters (Bioo Scientific, Austin, TX) are attached to the 3′ ends by using DNA ligase, followed by PCR enrichment. The final libraries are then assayed for quality with the use of the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer by using the DNA 1000 chip (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). Final libraries that pass quality control have a concentration of \>2 ng/μL and a library size of \>200 bp with average peak height of ≥400 bp.Table 1Cancer Types in Validation Sample SetCancer typeSample countBrain40Sarcoma15Colon11Lymphoma11Lung8Pancreatic8Leukemia6Bone5Ovarian/cervical4Skin3Kidney3Breast3Multiple myeloma3Liver2Appendiceal2Unknown1

For RNA preparation, for FF samples with a RNA integrity number (RIN) score ≥7, Illumina\'s TruSeq stranded mRNA sample prep kit was used. This process involves a poly-A capture of the mRNA that is then fragmented. The cDNA is then ligated with adapters and enriched by PCR to create libraries for sequencing. For samples (FFPE or FF) with a RIN score \<7, KAPA\'s Stranded RNA-Seq Kit with RiboErase (HMR) combined with Agilent\'s SureSelectXT Target Enrichment Kit for Illumina Multiplex Sequencing was used. Because of the degradation of FFPE RNA samples (all FFPE samples in this study had a RIN score \<7), a poly-A capture was not used in this preparation. RNA samples were fragmented by using heat and magnesium and were converted into cDNA. A-tailing was performed to add dAMP to the 3′ ends of the dscDNA library fragments. dsDNA adapters with 3′ dTMP overhangs were ligated to the A-tailed library insert fragments. Library fragments that carried appropriate adapter sequences at both ends were amplified by using high-fidelity, low-bias PCR. Samples were then hybridized with biotinylated RNA library baits, and the targeted regions were selected by using magnetic streptavidin beads before amplification. The library quality was confirmed on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer by using the Agilent High Sensitivity chip, and the quantity was confirmed by using Thermo Fisher\'s Qubit 4 Flouorometer with the dsDNA BR Assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Final libraries passed quality control with a concentration of \>2 ng/μL and an average peak height of \>400 bp for the mRNA protocol and an average peak height of \>300 bp for the KAPA total RNA protocol.

DNA and RNA Sequencing {#sec1.2}
----------------------

DNA sequencing is performed on the Illumina HiSeq X 2 × 150 bp run (Illumina, San Diego, CA). The final DNA library was diluted, denatured, and introduced into the lanes of the flow cell by using the Illumina cBot 2 system according to the manufacturer\'s protocol. The libraries were loaded at a 2:1 tumor/normal (T/N) ratio to reach coverage (average read depth) of 80× for the tumor sample and 40× for the normal sample. A total of two patient samples, or T/N pairs, can be loaded onto one HiSeqX flowcell. For RNA samples prepared with the mRNA protocol, libraries were sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 2 × 125 bp Rapid Run platform. For RNA samples prepared with the KAPA total protocol, libraries were sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 2 × 50 bp Rapid Run platform. A total of seven samples were multiplexed onto one flowcell, giving a minimum of 40 million reads per sample.

Genotyping Chip {#sec1.3}
---------------

Genotyping was performed on all samples received for WGS as an internal quality control measure and to determine copy number. First, extracted DNA was normalized, denatured, and neutralized. After an overnight amplification step, DNA was fragmented, precipitated, resuspended, and hybridized to Illumina HumanOmni 2.5M BeadChips (WG-313-2511; Illumina). Hybridization was followed by a wash to remove unhybridized and nonspecifically hybridized DNA. Then, single-base extension of the oligos present on the BeadChip was performed by using the patient DNA as a template. This step incorporates red and green fluorophores onto the BeadChip to enable genotype calling. Finally, BeadChips were loaded onto the Illumina HiScan microarray scanner, which uses a laser to excite the fluorophores attached to the single-base extension products on the beads. The scanner yields fluorescence intensity data files that are interpreted in the context of biological information about the single nucleotide polymorphisms on the BeadChips to generate genotype calls. Up to 12 samples are hybridized on a single BeadChip.

Data Analysis {#sec1.4}
-------------

### SNV/Indels {#sec1.4.1}

Paired-end 2 × 150 bp reads were aligned to the GRCh37 human reference by using the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (version 0.7.8)[@bib18] and processed by using the best-practices pipeline that includes marking of duplicate reads by the use of Picard tools and realignment around insertions/deletions (indels) and base recalibration by Genome Analysis Toolkit version 2.7.4.[@bib19] The following variant callers were used: MuTect version 1.1.7[@bib20] (SNVs only), Strelka version 1.0.14[@bib21] (both SNVs and indels), and Pindel version 0.2.5a8.[@bib22] SNVs and indels were annotated by snpEff version 4.2,[@bib23] snpSift version 4.0,[@bib23] and Genome Analysis Toolkit VariantAnnotator by using annotation from ENSEMBL,[@bib24] COSMIC,[@bib25] Gene Ontology,[@bib26] and 1000 Genomes.[@bib27]

### Structural Variation {#sec1.4.2}

Structural variants (SVs), such as copy number variants (CNVs) and complex genomic rearrangements, were detected by the use of the following multiple tools: BIC-seq2[@bib28] for CNV/SV calling, Delly version 1.0,[@bib29] Crest version 0.6.1,[@bib30] and BreakDancer version 1.4.0[@bib31] for SV calling. SVs were prioritized in the intersection of callers and SVs for which additional split-read evidence could be found by using SplazerS version 1.0[@bib32] and SVs for which there was split-read support in the matched normal or that were annotated as known germline variants (1000 Genomes call set; Database of Genomic Variants) were removed as likely remaining germline variants. The predicted set of somatic SVs were annotated with gene overlap (RefSeq, Cancer Gene Census), including prediction of potential effect on genes (eg, disruptive/exonic, intronic, intergenic, fusion candidate).

Tumor Purity and Ploidy {#sec1.5}
-----------------------

Tumor purity was calculated from WGS data by using the Titan version 1.8.0[@bib33] package for copy number identification from clonal cell populations. In addition, purity and ploidy were calculated from the Illumina OMNI 2.5M Array by using the allele-specific copy number analysis of tumors (ASCAT) version 2.1 program.[@bib34]

RNA-Sequencing {#sec1.6}
--------------

Read alignment to the reference genome was performed by using the RNA-Seq aligner STAR.[@bib35]

The somatic variant discovered in the WGS analyses was annotated with expressed variant measured in the RNA-Seq experiment. The fusion transcript discovery tool FusionCatcher[@bib36] was used to look for fusion genes expressed in the tumor samples.

Variant Annotations and Databases {#sec1.7}
---------------------------------

All variants are annotated based on an in-house clinical classification system (Results) in which variants in targetable and Cosmic cancer census[@bib25] genes were identified and prioritized. Initial matching of each variant to drug(s) was performed by identifying the tumor-specific gene variants, relative to normal germline DNA, based on SNV, CNV, and RNA-seq data, and searching the expert-curated New York Genome Center (NYGC) drug-to-gene database. Our internal drug-to-gene database was assembled by manual curation of publically available data from the National Comprehensive Network ([*https://www.nccn.org*](https://www.nccn.org){#intref0010}; last accessed December 20, 2017), the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA; [*https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/InformationOnDrugs/ApprovedDrugs*](https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/InformationOnDrugs/ApprovedDrugs){#intref0015}; last accessed December 20, 2017), Civic or Clinical Interpretations of Variants in Cancer ([*civic.genome.wustl.edu*](http://civic.genome.wustl.edu){#intref0020}; last accessed December 20, 2017), Precision Cancer Therapy-MD Anderson ([*https://pct.mdanderson.org*](https://pct.mdanderson.org){#intref0025}; last accessed December 20, 2017), OncoKB ([*https://oncokb.org*](https://oncokb.org){#intref0030}; last accessed on December 20, 2017), canSar ([*https://cansar.icr.ac.uk*](https://cansar.icr.ac.uk){#intref0035}; last accessed December 20, 2017), Pharmacogenomics Knowledgebase or PharmGKB ([*www.pharmgkb.org*](http://www.pharmgkb.org){#intref0040}; last accessed December 20, 2017), Clinical Trials.gov ([*https://clinicaltrials.gov*](https://clinicaltrials.gov){#intref0045}; last accessed December 20, 2017), and from directed literature searches.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Analytical Performance {#sec2.1}
----------------------

To determine the optimal depth of coverage for proper variant analysis of T/N pair WGS, a synthetic *in silico* (virtual tumor) experiment was performed. A virtual tumor was generated at high coverage, and the tumor and normal bam files were down sampled while measuring positive predictive value (PPV) and sensitivity at specific paired T/N coverage. The synthetic T/N pairs were generated by using HapMap Project human samples NA12892 and NA12891 similar to Cibulskis et al.[@bib20] Sample NA12892 was sequenced separately to 65× (NA12892-R1) and 180× (NA12892-R2), and sample NA12891 was sequenced to 110×. To create the synthetic virtual tumor, homozygous SNV reads in NA12891 were mixed into homozygous reference positions in NA12892-R2 and compared with NA12892-R1 sample as a T/N pair ([Supplemental Figure S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). The sites were sampled binomially to produce allelic frequencies of 40%, 20%, 10%, and 5% ([Supplemental Figure S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). \[Note: using these specific fractions created a virtual tumor that contained a greater proportion of low variant allele frequency (VAF) positions \<10%.\] The virtual tumor and corresponding normal sample were down sampled to coverages of 140×, 90×, 80×, 60×, 40×, and 30×, and 60×, 40×, and 30×, respectively. Both precision and recall were determined at each coverage interval based on the true positive NA128921-R1 homozygous reference positions. Therefore, the virtual tumor was NA12892_00_NA12891_11 and the normal was NA12892-R1.

Total SNVs called and total true positives increased with higher coverage in both tumor and normal samples ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplemental Table S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). MuTect[@bib20] true positive capture was affected by lower sequencing coverage with 40× normal samples consistently outperforming 30× normal samples. Sensitivity could be increased between 8% and 9% by using genomes with 80×:40× (tumor:normal) coverage compared with 60×:30×, with minimal changes in PPV. Therefore, not unexpectedly, PPV increased with greater normal sequencing depth and sensitivity increased with additional tumor sequencing depth. The performance of the two SNV callers (MuTect and Strelka[@bib21]) with respect to sequencing depth was highly dependent on the filtering strategies for low-quality sequencing reads and sequencing errors. Several sequencing metrics were incorporated to determine evidence for a variant beyond the expected random sequencing errors. Therefore, specifically adding additional tumor reads in the absence of normal reads could increase sequencing error at any given position, these were less likely to be offset by normal coverage. Increase in tumor coverage without additional normal coverage would therefore produce more false positives because of the potential for more sequencing error. This can often produce low VAF false positive calls. Increase in normal coverage (maintaining the same tumor coverage) allowed for a more precise calculation of the log-odds score of a variant for determining true positives. A slight increase in PPV (elimination of false positives) was observed when adding normal coverage and maintaining consistent tumor coverage. However, the difference in PPV change between 80×:40× and 60×:30× was minimal. The benefit of 80×:40× over 60×:30× in sensitivity was evident at different levels of variant detection, whereas adding 20× of normal coverage to 80×:60× did not provide significant improvement in performance, suggesting 40× normal (with 80× tumor) to be sufficient coverage for sequencing error filtering. Variant calls made by using a combination of both callers MuTect and Strelka increased the capture of true positives and in turn the elimination of false negatives with minimal false positive increase ([Supplemental Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). The union of both callers MuTect and Strelka was therefore applied at 80× tumor and 40× normal coverage to optimize the identification of somatic variants in clinical tumor samples.Figure 1Positive predictive value (PPV) and sensitivity (SENS) for tumor/normal sequencing depth. Virtual tumor experiment PPV (**solid line**) and SENS (**dotted line**) percentages for single nucleotide variant callers MuTect (version 1.1.7) (**black lines**) and Strelka (version 1.0.14) (**red lines**) over a range of tumor/normal sequencing coverage. PPV increases with increased normal sequencing depth. SENS increases with increased tumor sequencing depth.

The distribution of true positive calls and false positive calls at 80×:40× and 60×:30× for MuTect ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and Strelka ([Supplemental Figure S3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) in the virtual tumor are shown for comparison. To obtain sufficient sampling size, all calls were then binned at 10× coverage intervals, and the minimum 95% CI of true positive calls within those intervals was determined ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). A standard Gaussian lower bound CI was determined at 10 read count bins. This calculation was performed based on the VAF and alternate allele count true positive distributions, respectively. MuTect accurately (lower CI 95%) identified 15% VAF with ≥30 reads at a given true positive variant position. A 95% CI was obtained by MuTect at approximately four alternate allele reads for 30 total reads. Strelka had a 95% CI of 17% VAF and seven alternate alleles for 40 total reads. Sequencing T/N samples at 80×:40× with above VAF and alternate allele count thresholds specific for each caller will be used for somatic variant detection in clinical diagnostic sequencing. At coverage of 80× tumor and 40× normal the 95% CI thresholds of 15% VAF and 40 total reads were comparative to other assays. For instance, the Weill Cornell Medicine assay (EXaCT-1)[@bib37] showed a power calculation of 10% to 12% VAF at 28× total coverage (*P* ≤ 0.05) needed to avoid false-negative results and to report a clinical threshold for variant calling of 10% VAF and 30 total reads. The MSK-IMPACT assay[@bib14] described a power calculation for variant discovery based on a Q20 sequencing error rate of ≤1% for 15% VAF, resulting in a depth of coverage between 44× and 51× to achieve a CI between 90% and 95%.Figure 2Virtual tumor variant allele frequency (VAF) and alternate allele read count versus read count (RC). **A:** VAF of true positive (TP; **red dots**) and false positive (FP; **black dots**) calls made by MuTect versus total RC at tumor/normal coverage (60×:30×, 80×:40×). **B:** Alternate allele read count of TP (**red dots**) and FP (**black dots**) calls made by MuTect (**B**) versus total RC at tumor/normal coverage (60×:30×, 80×:40×).Table 2Virtual Tumor 95% CI (Bottom) per VAF and Read Count 80×:40×Total read count, binsMuTect VAFMuTect ALT_COUNTStrelka VAFStrelka ALT_COUNT100000200000300.1524.3300400.1395.280.1766.80500.1587.570.1738.30600.1659.580.18010.42700.16511.230.17311.78800.15612.160.17013.27900.15413.520.16614.641000.14514.220.15715.34[^1][^2]

The VAFs and read count per variant were examined in all tier 1 to tier 3 variants called in a subset (*n* = 64) of the samples ([Supplemental Figure S4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Only 8 of the 325 variants (2.5%) fell below 40× coverage and 15% VAF threshold with two below the MSK-IMPACT power analysis threshold. Therefore, at 80× mean targeted coverage the variant calling VAF (15%) and read count (40) observed 95% CI thresholds were comparable with two other DNA NGS assays. As with these other assays all variants discovered below the thresholds were labeled as investigational.

Depth of Coverage {#sec2.2}
-----------------

The average read depth (mean and SD) for all variants identified for cancer census genes was calculated in a 64 sample T/N validation data subset (53 FF tissue and 11 FFPE) ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Mean coverage per gene variant when targeting 80× ranged from 59× to 461× among 60 samples ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Variability in coverage was dependent on tumor ploidy per sample. The percentage of whole-genome coverage at clinical SNV calling thresholds of 30× (PCT_30X) and 40× (PCT_40X) per sample was achieved at \>85% for 62 of 64 samples in this validation set with an average whole-genome read depth across all samples of 97% and 95% of the genome covered at least 30× and 40×, respectively. Mean coverage for FF samples was 97% PCT_30X and 96% PCT_40X, and for FPPE samples it was 96% PCT_30X and 93% PCT_40X with a larger sample coverage variability ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B).Figure 3Whole-genome sequencing coverage. **A:** Representation of the coverage (mean and SD) for all variants in cancer census genes based on our validation sample data. **Red filled circles** indicate mean coverage of genes in our validation sample set. **Black lines** indicate SD limits from mean. Mean coverage per gene when targeting 80× is shown. **B:** Percentage of genome sequencing coverage for all 64 samples at 30**×** read depth (PCT_30X) and 40× read depth (PCT_40X). FF, fresh or frozen; FFPE, formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded.

Limit of Detection {#sec2.3}
------------------

To determine the limit of detection of tumor purity for variant identification (sensitivity), an artificial T/N dilution experiment was performed by using two HapMap Project samples. Genomic DNA from sample NA12892 (tumor) was diluted with sample NA12891 (normal) at mixing ratios of 50:50 (T/N), 20:80, and 10:90. Genomic DNA dilutions were performed before any sequencing preparation protocols. Because the VAFs were created in the artificial tumor by dilution, using a 100% homozygous position allowed for the most consistent and accurate VAF in the artificial tumor. Therefore, a 20% artificial tumor will contain 20% VAFs at the homozygous position (diluting a 100% homozygous position 80:20 will create a 20% VAF at that position). Variant calling analysis was performed to determine the effect of each dilution level on the identification of homozygous positions in NA12892. To examine the effect of coverage depth, identification of homozygous positions in NA12892 by two callers (MuTect and Strelka) was performed at 80×:40×. Results from the dilution experiments indicated \>95% sensitivity at 20% tumor content at 80×:40× coverage by each caller was achieved ([Supplemental Figure S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Furthermore, at 30% tumor content \>95% sensitivity was reached at a sequencing depth of 40×, resulting in a 30% tumor content threshold to achieve optimal sensitivity of WGS at 80×:40×.

In addition, one FFPE and one FF sample were diluted three times with its corresponding normal genomic DNA. VAF distributions are presented for the original sample and the three dilutions as called by MuTect-Strelka ([Supplemental Figures S6](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} and [S7](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}), showing appropriate dilutions of the original sample to 30%, 20%, and 10% tumor content. Evidence of proper dilution was seen in a shift to lower VAFs in the distribution ([Supplemental Figures S6](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} and [S7](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Furthermore, the bimodal nature of the distribution, often associated with subclonal heterogeneity (or ploidy variations) in the tumor, could no longer be seen in the diluted sample distributions. Sample-specific SNV, indel, and copy number calls have been reported for selected cancer genes at each dilution found in each original sample. A linear decrease consistent with dilution fractions for allelic frequency and log2(T/N) CNV values was observed in all of the three dilutions with copy number log2(T/N) ratios for the deletion events approaching a log2(T/N) value of 0 (or equal read coverage in the 10% tumor compared with the 100% normal). The highly amplified *EGFR* sample exhibited a log2 ratio of 1.5 at 10% and \>4 at 75% tumor content (consistent with approximately 45 copies of amplified *EGFR* in the sample) ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplemental Table S3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}).Figure 4Limit of detection. **A** and **B:** Selected sample-specific variants of single nucleotide variant (SNV) and insertion/deletion (indel) (**A**) and copy number variant (CNV) (**B**) at 30%, 20%, and 10% tumor content in two samples, respectively. **A:** Variant allele frequencies in two samples \[frozen and formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE)\] with original tumor content of 91% and 65%, respectively, are shown with decreasing tumor content. **B:** Copy number log2(tumor/normal; T/N) of one focal amplification (*EGFR*, FFPE sample) and three deletions \[two whole arm (*1p*, *19q*, frozen sample) and one focal deletion (*CDKN2A*, FFPE sample)\]. **Inset** shows *19q* and *1p* CNV log2(T/N) values at 30% to 10% tumor content for better resolution.

A known oncogenic *IDH1* R132H in the FF sample was captured at all dilution affected allelic frequencies with total read counts above the established confidence threshold of \>40 and below a 15% VAF threshold in samples with \<30% tumor content ([Supplemental Table S3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). In addition, CNV log2(T/N) ratios were well within the theoretical calculated values based on the equations for estimating tumor purity ([*http://cnvkit.readthedocs.io/en/stable/heterogeneity.html\#adjusting-copy-ratios-and-segments-for-normal-cell-contamination*](http://cnvkit.readthedocs.io/en/stable/heterogeneity.html#adjusting-copy-ratios-and-segments-for-normal-cell-contamination){#intref0050}; last accessed December 20, 2017) in all dilutions in both the FF and FFPE samples ([Supplemental Figures S8](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} and [S9](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). The *1p* and *19q* deletions in the FF sample ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplemental Figure S8](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) showed an increase in log2 value on subsequent dilutions with normal DNA. As tumor content decreased log2 values deviated from an expected log2 value based on purity estimates especially when calling deletions. At 10% tumor content calling copy number deletion changes in the sample seemed impossible because of the incorporation of normal reads in any region of the tumor genome that would otherwise show lower than normal coverage because of a chromosomal or focal loss. Of interest was the FFPE sample that contained an overamplified *EGFR* CNV. This overamplification of \>50 copies was captured in all dilutions. In addition, the known Y270C variant often observed as subclonal was identified by MuTect but was rejected at 2% VAF but was called by Strelka in the original sample of 60% to 65% purity ([Supplemental Table S3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Furthermore, the CDKN2A homozygous deletion log2 values also began to increase with subsequent tumor dilutions and resulted in log2 values not predictive of a homozygous loss \<30% tumor content ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplemental Figure S9](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Therefore, a threshold of ≥30% tumor content may be established for all SNV, indel, CNV calling in the clinical context; however, it is recommended that all copy number alterations (which are not considered fully validated by New York State Department of Health guidelines) used in a diagnostic setting should be correlated with immunohistochemistry and/or by a validated orthogonal assay if possible.

Reproducibility {#sec2.4}
---------------

To validate sequencing reproducibility, both an intra-assay and inter-assay validation was performed ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). In the protocol the intra-assay and inter-assay experiments were designed to test the precision and reproducibility of one technical variable at a time. The intra-assay experiments were designed to test the precision of the library preparation and the inter-assay experiments tested the reproducibility of the sequencing runs independently. The intra-assay reproducibility included three separate library preps (p1, p2, p3), which were prepared on three different days by two different technicians. All three of these libraries were then run on the same day on different sequencing machines. The preferred experimental design would have dictated running all replicates on the same flowcell and the same instrument. However, because of the limitation of only being able to fit two T/N pairs per flowcell, libraries had to be loaded over multiple runs (which would not be needed for instance in a whole-exome or targeted panel sequencing validation). The inter-assay validation included running a single library preparation (p1) on the same sequencer on three different days, thus testing the reproducibility of the instrument. The reproducibility assays at the time of sequencing were based on designs from Washington University and Mount Sinai validation protocols for inter-run and intra-technician reproducibility.[@bib13], [@bib38] Reproducibility was examined by evaluating genotyping markers in the four tumor and normal pairs and somatic aberrations in the four tumor samples. The genotyping concordance measurements were based on a fixed set of known germline markers[@bib39] with high population frequency, and all were homozygous or heterozygous with allelic frequencies between 40% and 100%. Performing tumor--tumor and normal--normal reproducibility analysis on the samples from separate sequencing runs (inter or intra sequencing comparison) revealed sample concordance to be \>99% for FF samples and FFPE samples ([Supplemental Figure S10](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, A and B). For each inter and intra sample concordance (intersection/union) was calculated for SNVs, indels, copy number aberrations, and SVs. SNV reproducibility was compared between intra and inter sequencing runs by using the MuTect+Strelka caller output. Unlike the germline variants, somatic variant calling was more highly dependent on sequencing quality output and total genome coverage (see above) in both the tumor and normal sample. Therefore, SNVs were analyzed in these runs that met clinical quality control metrics and variant calling filtering criteria as calculated in the analytical validation above. The concordance between two runs was measured by calculating the percentage of all calls in sample A as captured in sample B, resulting in all versus all comparison per sample set. All high/moderate/low/modifier SNVs were first examined, as annotated by SnpEff at all VAFs and total read depth. The additional filtering criteria more resembling the clinical validation, examining only nonsynonymous variants at ≥15% VAF and ≥30 total read count in sample A and sample B, was then imposed. This second criteria was added because of per gene coverage variability between samples affecting inconsistent VAFs across runs and showed reproducibility of calling variants within clinically confident metrics. Reproducibility was 92% to 95% in inter/intra sequencing runs for each FF and FFPE sample set ([Supplemental Table S4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Similar analysis was performed for calculating reproducibility of somatic indels. Eighty-five percent to 97% somatic indel calling reproducibility was achieved. By examining heterozygous and homozygous germline variants the technical sequencing reproducibility of the assay was tested because these variants are known stable variants of high allelic frequencies. In addition, by calculating the concordance of somatic variant calling between inter and intra sequencing samples the ability to adequately reproduce somatic variant identification at clinical confidence percentages was shown. Reproducibility of calling copy number log2(T/N) values per gene across the inter and intra sample sets was performed. Only copy number calls for the 570 COSMIC cancer census genes v75 were examined, and genes with multiple isoforms or ambiguous mapping were filtered, leaving a total of 559 genes. Reproducibility of copy number identification for FF samples was \>98% in both the inter and intra runs and between 89% and 100% in FFPE samples. The reproducibility of variant calling was also analyzed by using eight FFPE and FF matched tumor samples from the same patient. Within this small sample set, a 68% mean reproducibility of variants called in cancer census genes in the FFPE sample with those in the FF sample was observed. When applying the clinical VAF threshold of (≥15% VAF and ≥30 total read count) the mean reproducibility increased to 80% ([Supplemental Table S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). This reproducibility was similar to that seen in a larger WGS FFPE--FF matched tumor analysis.[@bib40] In addition, in four of the matched samples in which there was an orthogonal assay for variant confirmation, FFPE and FF samples were 100% concordant; therefore, both FFPE and frozen samples produced the same overall concordance to the orthogonal assay. The lower performance in overlapping calls between the two sample types in these data compared with the 2018 study by Robbe et al[@bib40] can likely be attributed to the quality of FFPE sample and variations in sample storage, handling, and length of fixation time before extraction. These analyses also revealed high variability in nonconcordant variants (a variant unique to either only the frozen sample or the FFPE sample) with four pairs exhibiting more nonconcordant variants in the FFPE sample and four pairs with more nonconcordant variants in the frozen sample. Furthermore, median VAF of nonconcordant variants in all eight samples was slightly greater in the FFPE samples than in the FF samples (16% versus 11%), whereas the median VAF of the concordant variants was 26% (mean, 29.1% ± 15.5%). Mean VAF of FFPE unique calls was 17.5% ± 7.2% with a mean VAF for FF unique being 14.4% ± 10.0%. However, a more stringent and complete analysis that used a larger sampling of matched FFPE and FF sample cancer types and the effects of FFPE induced artifacts in variant calling was necessary and beyond the scope of this article.Table 3Reproducibility Experiment: Sequencing Validation DesignAssayDayIntraSequencer 1Sequencer 2Sequencer 3InterDay 1CA-0101-p1 (frozen)\
CA-0122-p1 (frozen)ONC16-13-p1 (FFPE)\
GBM-35-p1 (FFPE)Day 2CA-0101-p1 (frozen)\
CA-0122-p1 (frozen)ONC16-13-p1 (FFPE)\
GBM-35-p1 (FFPE)CA-0101-p2\
CA-0122-p2ONC16-03-p2\
GBM-35-p2CA-101-p3\
CA-0122-p3ONC16-13-p3\
GBM-35-p3Day 3CA-0101-p1 (frozen)\
CA-0122p1 (frozen)ONC16-13-p1 (FFPE)\
GBM-35-p1 (FFPE)[^3][^4]

Copy Number Validation {#sec2.5}
----------------------

To assess accuracy of CNV identification, tumor specimens with known CNVs by karyotype or microarray were used, and copy number calling validation based on the concordance between DNA sequencing and genotyping analysis was developed. The Illumina HumanOmni 2.5M BeadChips (WG-313-2511; Illumina) whole genotyping chip was used as an orthogonal method to validate the WGS CNV calling by using the BIC-seq2 algorithm.[@bib28] Copy number calling from the genotyping chip was performed by using the ASCAT tool.[@bib34] A comparison of gene copy number calls between the two platforms showed the correlation of the mean values was *r* = 0.89, with total correlation at *r* = 0.70 ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 5DNA whole-genome sequencing (WGS) copy number correlation to genotyping chip copy number. The correlation of allele-specific copy number analysis of tumors (ASCAT) discrete copy number per gene to copy number per gene identified by DNA WGS is shown for 40 samples with tumor purity of 30%. The **red squares** represent the mean values in the distributions. The correlation of the mean values was *r* = 0.89, with total correlation at *r* = 0.70. The plot is shown with a *y* axis range limited to 0,30 copy number. T/N, tumor/normal.

PPV and sensitivity were calculated between the two methods for the three discrete types of copy number calls, gain (three copies or greater), neutral (two copies, diploid), and loss (one copy or less) ([Supplemental Table S6](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Only copy number calls for 570 COSMIC cancer census genes v75 were examined. Both methods and callers reported all genes, but genes with multiple isoforms or ambiguous mapping were filtered for leaving a total of 559 genes. The resolution of the genotyping chip was not as high compared with DNA WGS data. For instance, amplified genes such as *EGFR* reached a maximum of seven or nine copies by ASCAT but could be called as 53 or 111 adjusted copy number values by DNA WGS. Therefore, only gains and losses have been reported because this was not a quantitative test. PPV and sensitivity for three reporting criteria have been shown. PPV for the three criteria were 95%, 96%, and 86% for calling loss, neutral (diploid), and gain CNV results, respectively ([Supplemental Table S6](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). When reporting CNV from WGS BIC-seq2 output was used to call gains and losses. Our clinical reporting protocol as required by New York State Department of Health always performed an orthogonal assay for variant confirmation. Each reported gain or loss was then compared with the genotyping chip ASCAT output. The WGS data were considered to be confirmed if both WGS and genotyping chip were concordant. However, if there was any discrepancy between the two, the sensitivity of WGS was set at ≥30% purity and the copy number variation was reported with recommendation for confirmation by immunohistochemistry or other orthogonal assay.

SV Validation {#sec2.6}
-------------

Our benchmarking of SV calling from DNA relies on performing concordance, reproducibility, and downsampling experiments for limit of detection of orthogonally confirmed SVs. We used specimens with SVs identified by fluorescence *in situ* hybridization, exomes, or panels from other clinical laboratories as truth sets for the validation of SVs in DNA-seq data. Limit of detection, sensitivity (orthogonal assay concordance), and reproducibility were performed for selected clinically relevant variants such as *EGFRvIII* deletion, *EWSR1-WT1* fusion in DNA, *EGFR* inversion in overamplified locus of DNA, *ETV6-RUNX1* translocation. Reproducibility experiment results showed 19 of 20 samples sequenced contained the respective variant. The 28% to 30% tumor purity of the sample that did not contain the selected variant was at or below our detection limit threshold and was still found in four reproducibility runs. Benchmarking of SV callers for all variants showed the capability of calling SVs with as low as three reads in 60×/30× T/N coverage. For RNA-seq data, intra-assay and inter-assay reproducibility was performed in four samples (two FF and two FFPE, all total RNA preparations) for known clinically significant fusion variants, *CCDC6-RET*, *ETV6-NTRK3*, *EWSR1-ATF1*, and *ERG-EWSR1*. The respective fusions were identified in all reproducibility runs. In addition, fusions such as *EWSR1-WT1*, *NUP98-KDM5*, *ETV6-RUNX*, and *SREBF1-CIC* seen in an orthogonal assay were confirmed by our assay. Finally, because of the lack of a large cohort of samples that contained all possible SVs (both DNA and RNA), the performance-based benchmarking (accuracy and specificity) within the peer-reviewed published analysis was considered.

Variant Identification Concordance with Orthogonal Sequencing Panels {#sec2.7}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The somatic variant calling results for 71 samples were compared with results obtained by an orthogonal clinically validated sequencing assay. These specimens were obtained from other clinical laboratories (Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, Columbia University Medical Center), and/or research studies for which data from Foundation Medicine or other panels/clinical testing were available. The comparison of our assay with the results available for all 68 total samples are shown in [Supplemental Table S7](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}. Comparison of WGS SNV/indel/SV variant calls to those performed by an orthogonal assay showed a total of 84% concordance. For panel reports that did not contain a variant and an actionable variant was not reported, the test was considered to be concordant with the panel. In the examination of discordant calls it was mainly noticed that these calls were low VAF (\<5%) variants usually filtered out by the SNV/indel callers because of the low alternate allele read count. Because these panel calls were not strictly orthogonal to WGS, it was not surprising that high coverage target panels identified lower VAF subclonal variants with deeper sequencing. Because many other clinical laboratory reports did not provide VAF for the variants they report, there was no way of knowing what allelic frequency they have identified or if these variants can be considered as true positive variants. However, these low VAF variants would be below our thresholds of 95% CI and may be identified as investigational. In addition, we want to emphasize that some of the orthogonal tests reported germline variants that were identified and filtered out (panel reported germline variants were not counted in the concordance statistics). The concordance to CNVs identified in orthogonal panel testing was 99%. Finally, in all eight gene fusions reported in these orthogonal assays, combined DNA/RNA sequencing yielded 100% concordance. Both DNA and RNA sequencing data identified these eight fusions.

RNA Sequencing {#sec2.8}
--------------

The 15 most stably expressed housekeeping genes as reported by Hsiao et al[@bib41] were chosen to determine the coverage threshold criteria for our RNA-Seq assay. Coverage requirement for an acceptable RNA run was ≥40 million mapped reads. An average coverage for a sample was not used, instead median coverage for 15 housekeeping genes across the validation cohort are shown ([Supplemental Figure S11](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, A--C). The genes were annotated by using Gencode version 19, plus selected only central exons (minus those adjacent to untranslated regions) and exons that would be least affected by alternative isoform usage. A minimum of 40 million reads for the sample produced sufficient coverage in a selected set of housekeeping genes, ranging from 30× to 1000×. A minimum number of reads for the housekeeping genes has been established based on the median of all 15 genes as the threshold for pass/fail. Therefore, the median will include eight or more genes over our read threshold. Analysis of all validation samples confirmed sufficient coverage in housekeeping genes, ranging from 30× to 1000× in more than one-half of the housekeeping genes in each sample ([Supplemental Figure S11](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}D).

To confirm somatic SNVs and small indels identified in WGS, the number of reads corresponding to the variant (with base quality \>20) were measured. The total number of reads (coverage) at the position were also measured. If there were less than five total reads, "no reads" was indicated. If there were more than five total reads, then it could be determined whether the variant was considered "confirmed by RNA." The variant was called "confirmed by RNA" if there were five or more total reads, including at least two of the total reads being variant reads. If there were five or more total reads, but less than two variant reads, the variant was declared "not confirmed." The category "not confirmed" could correspond to a false-positive variant or an absence of expression of the variant allele ([Supplemental Table S8](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} and [Supplemental Figure S12](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Of the tier 1 to 3 DNA variants with a VAF ≥15%, 36% could be confirmed with RNA sequencing with sufficient read coverage.

Final Variant Classification, Therapy Associations, and Reporting {#sec2.9}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Post-processing of variant classification and prioritization for reporting pathogenic variants and potential associated therapies and clinical trials underwent similar criteria as specified in previous studies.[@bib11], [@bib42] Initial clinical classification of each identified somatic variant was performed by using a clinical tier system designed at NYGC. Tier 1 variants were clinically important variants in the cancer type being studied (eg, *EGFR* T790M is known to be clinically important in lung cancer[@bib43]). The same variant observed in a cancer unknown to manifest this variant was classified as tier 2 (eg, the clinical importance of *EGFR* T790M is unknown in glioblastoma). Tier 3 variants were in targetable genes; however, the specific variant was not known to be targetable (eg, a functionally unknown or unannotated mutation in *EGFR*). Tier 4 variants were in genes cataloged by COSMIC cancer census and were not included in tiers 1 to 3.[@bib25] All other variants were in tier 5 and were considered variants of uncertain significance. Splice site variants were identified in 20 different known oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes ([Supplemental Table S9](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}).[@bib44] Variants were matched to potential treatments by identifying the most aberrant genes from a combination of SNV, indel, SV, and RNA-Seq data and by searching the NYGC drug-to-gene database. Matching of each specimen\'s somatic aberration to a potential drug was performed by identifying the most aberrant genes from a combination of SNV, CNV, and RNA-Seq data and by searching the expert-curated NYGC drug-to-gene database for all cancer drugs associated with identified genes. Prioritization and rationale of associated drugs was further based on manual assessment by the NYGC clinical team examining several criteria in concordance to recommendations from others,[@bib15], [@bib42] including but not limited to strength of data for variants detected, FDA approval of drug in cancer type, FDA approval of drug in other cancer type, drug has been identified as currently in a cancer trial, drug has been used successfully in the treatment of tumor type to the variant, and drug has been used successfully in other cancer types associated with the variant. Confidence levels for therapeutic target annotations were based on the strength and number of data evidence and rationale (eg, a known FDA-approved targetable mutation such as BRAF V600E would be rated as high and a variant of unknown significance would be none to low, depending on the level of data evidence). Prioritization of potential treatments was based on further manual assessment, including criteria such as strength of data supporting variants detected, FDA approval of drug in cancer type, current cancer-specific trial for a drug, and successful use of the drug to target the variant identified in cancer type. Thereby the NYGC\'s final clinical diagnostic report provided the treating oncologist with both the standard of care therapy for each cancer type best fitting the patient\'s genomic profile while also searching clinical trial and potential experimental therapeutic options associated to all significant genomic variants identified.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

WGS provides an unbiased representation of a patient\'s somatic tumor profile. Combined with RNA transcriptome sequencing, a more complete depiction of the patient\'s disease from a genomic and molecular perspective is revealed. This broader diagnostic approach can be used to improve the diagnosis and potential therapy selection within patient precision medicine that is beginning to emerge.[@bib2], [@bib45], [@bib46] We have developed a clinical WGTS strategy and applied it for the reporting of targetable variants in cancer[@bib47] ([NCT02725684](NCT02725684){#intref0055}). We show that sufficient sequencing coverage and clinical sensitivity are achieved for all known targetable and cancer census genes. Furthermore, adequate identification of SVs in both DNA and RNA can be performed in samples with sufficient tumor content. Whole-genome coverage of 95% is achieved at a read depth of ≥40×. Variant calling PPV increases with increased normal sequencing depth and sensitivity increases with additional tumor sequencing depth. A T/N sequencing coverage ratio of 80×:40× was determined with a detectable limit of ≥30% tumor content. A set of clinically validated WGTS confidence thresholds comparable with other sequencing panels for five types of somatic aberrations was established ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}), and all variants identified below these thresholds were considered investigational or putative. In addition, 84%, 99%, and 100% concordance to high coverage clinical sequencing orthogonal panels for SNV, CNV, and gene fusions, respectively, was achieved. The observed discordance between high coverage sequencing panels and our WGTS assay is attributed to low allelic frequency mutations, variability between assay platforms, variant calling thresholds, and final reporting criteria. Increased sensitivity for low frequency variant identification in WGS assays is expected to become comparable with those of deep sequencing assays, with the cost of sequencing consistently going down and when the ability to add more read depth across the entire genome becomes more efficient. Although limitations in indel calling and SV identification are still evident across all platforms,[@bib48] constant development of improved calling algortihms[@bib49], [@bib50] and new version releases[@bib51] of current tools plus added sequencing coverage should only enhance accuracy and clinical reproducibility.Table 4Minimum Number of Total Reads Required to Detect a VariantTypeVAFTotal readsMethodSNVs15%≥40WGSIndels20%≥40WGSCNVsNA≥30[∗](#tbl4fnlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}WGSSVsNA≥3WGSFusionsNA≥5[†](#tbl4fndagger){ref-type="table-fn"}RNA-seq[^5][^6][^7]

Many targeted therapies are not specific to SNVs. Copy number aberrations, SVs, and fusion genes that cause activation of oncogenic and loss of tumor suppressive proteins are emerging as potential targets of improved therapies.[@bib52], [@bib53], [@bib54] These aberrations are not often captured by exome or targeted panel sequencing because of insufficient coverage or coverage variability over an entire affected genomic locus when using only segmented sequencing data.[@bib55], [@bib56] Specifically, single gene, high focal amplifications, and deletions are vulnerable to misidentification, and structural variation identification within genes remains a challenge when sequencing only coding regions. Furthermore, additional analysis and functional annotation of noncoding regions will make WGTS crucial to clinical genomic practice.[@bib57] Therefore, the acquisition of whole-genomic data from greater sequencing resolution can provide additional information into the treatment of disease. However, the patient\'s entire genomic profile, including copy number variation, SVs, subclonality, mutation burden, mutation signature, and tumor stability may help in distinguishing why certain patients responded to targeted therapy and others given the same drug did not.[@bib51], [@bib58], [@bib59] Incorporation of WGTS to provide more comprehensive genomic profiling into clinical trials is warranted to improve the diagnosis, therapy selection, and potentially clinical outcomes for patients.

Supplemental Data {#appsec1}
=================

Supplemental Figure S1Virtual tumor design. Schematic of synthetic design of virtual tumor used in caller validation and precision/recall analysis. The synthetic tumor \[new Binary Alignment Map (BAM) file\] is generated by incorporating homozygous variant positions from a high coverage NA12891 BAM file *in silico* into the NA12892-R2 BAM file by using binomial sampling. This tumor was then analyzed against the NA12892-R1 as the matched normal. VAF, variant allele frequency.Supplemental Figure S2Binomial variant allele frequency (VAF) distribution of VAF virtual tumor homozygous variants (true positives). VAF distribution \[after binomial sampling for VAF 5% (red), 10% (blue), 20% (green), 40% (violet)\] within the virtual tumor of spiked in NA12891 bases at homozygous positions in NA12892. Density was calculated by using the R package density function which is a kernel-based smoothing function. Description of the algorithm can be found at [*https://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-devel/library/stats/html/density.html*](https://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-devel/library/stats/html/density.html){#intref0060}; last accessed December 20, 2017.Supplemental Figure S3Virtual tumor variant allele frequency (VAF) and alternate allele read count versus read count. **A:** VAF of true positive (TP; **red dots**) and false positive (FP; **black dots**) calls made by Strelka versus total read count at tumor/normal coverage (60×:30× and 80×:40×). **B:** Alternate allele read count of TP (**red dots**) and FP (**black dots**) calls made by Strelka versus total read count at tumor/normal coverage (60×:30× and 80×:40×).Supplemental Figure S4Whole-genome sequencing variant calls. **A** and **B:** Variant allele frequency and read count per single nucleotide variant (SNV) and insertion or deletion (indel) variants \[tier 1 to 2 (**A**) and tier 3 (**B**)\] identified in New York Genome Center (NYGC) whole-genome sequencing validation set. **Red lines** represent the power calculations for variant discovery based on a Q20 sequencing error rate as depicted in previous study.[@bib14]**Vertical** and **horizontal dot-dash lines** represent NYGC variant calling threshold of 15% variant allele frequency and a read count of 40, respectively. Note: All but one tier 1 to 2 variant (*KIT* p.Asp816His, c.2446G\>C, 3% VAF, 446 total reads) fell within the power analysis threshold, this was a known low frequency secondary therapy resistance variant often observed in amplified *KIT*. In this sample the *KIT* gene was also amplified and this low frequency variant was called at \>400 reads, in addition this variant would be below the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center power calculation threshold (**red line**). This variant was called in all runs for this sample by our assay, including inter/intra reproducibility analysis.Supplemental Figure S5Tumor/normal dilution experiment at 80×:40× of HapMap Project Samples: variant detection sensitivity. DNA from HapMap Project sample NA12892 (tumor; T) was diluted with sample NA12891 (normal; N) at mixing ratios of 50:50 (T/N), 40:60, 30:70, 20:80, and 10:90. Cumulative coverage \[true positive (TP)/TP+false negative (FN)\] count is shown with increasing read depth for each TP call by MuTect at 80×:40× (**solid lines**). Coverage drop-off was evident at respective sequencing coverage in all cases. At mix percentage of ≥30% cumulative coverage sensitivity at ≥ 40× was equal.Supplemental Figure S6Variant allele frequency (VAF) distribution plots for tumor sample dilution (frozen sample, CA-0061T). The frozen sample was diluted three times with its corresponding normal genomic DNA. VAF plots (using R kernel density function) are presented for the original sample and the three dilutions as called by MuTect-Strelka. VAF distribution was used to estimate tumor purity for which the mode of VAF distribution represented approximate purity multiplied by 2 (for a heterozygous somatic variant). **A:** Original tissue sample (90% tumor purity). **B:** Dilutions to 30% to 25% tumor content. **C:** 20% tumor content. **D:** 10% tumor content.Supplemental Figure S7Variant allele frequency (VAF) distribution plots for tumor sample dilutions (formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded sample, G15-31T). The formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded sample was diluted three times with the corresponding normal genomic DNA. VAF plots (using R kernel density function) are presented for the original sample and the three dilutions as called by MuTect-Strelka. VAF distribution was used to estimate tumor purity for which the mode of VAF distribution represented approximate purity multiplied by 2 (for a heterozygous somatic variant). **A:** Original tissue sample (60% to 65% tumor purity), **B:** Dilutions to 30% tumor content. **C:** 20% to 15% tumor content. **D:** 10% tumor content.Supplemental Figure S8Copy number and B-allele frequency plots for tumor sample dilutions (frozen sample, CA-0061T). The frozen sample CA-0061 was diluted three times with its corresponding normal genomic DNA. Copy number log2 (tumor/normal; T/N) ratio and B-allele frequency across the genome are represented as called by NBIC-Seq for the original and dilution samples. **A:** Original tissue sample (90% tumor purity). **B:** Dilutions to 30% to 25% tumor content. **C:** 20% tumor content. **D:** 10% tumor content.Supplemental Figure S9Copy number and B-allele frequency plots for tumor sample dilutions (formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded sample, G15-31T). The formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded G15-35T was diluted three times with its corresponding normal genomic DNA. Copy number log2 (tumor/normal; T/N) ratio and B-allele frequency across the genome are represented as called by NBIC-Seq for the original and dilution samples. **A:** Original tissue sample (60% to 65% tumor purity). **B:** Dilutions to 30% tumor content. **C:** 20% to 15% tumor content. **D:** 10% tumor content.Supplemental Figure S10Concordance reproducibility of genotyping markers. **A** and **B:** Genotype marker concordance percentage matrix of tumor (**A**) and normal (**B**) sample inter and intra reproducibility sequencing runs. Generated with Conpair.[@bib39] Concordance across samples of all sequencing runs (inter and intra) in the reproducibility assay is depicted using Conpair which applies Hardy-Weinberg equation and integrates across \>7300 preselected exonic markers. The concordance intensity is indicated by the red coloring in the matrix: **bright red squares** depict \>95% concordance among markers. Any discordance or contamination between the samples or sequencing failure would result in lower percentage values.Supplemental Figure S11RNA sequencing coverage. **A:** Median coverage of 15 housekeeping genes plus two olfactory genes (*ORA5A2* and *OR11H4*) used as control in all samples. **B:** Median coverage of 15 housekeeping genes from mRNA-prepared libraries. **C:** Median coverage of 15 housekeeping genes from total RNA-prepared libraries. Libraries prepared from mRNA samples exhibit greater coverage than libraries prepared from total RNA samples. **D:** A minimum library size of 40 million reads (**vertical blue line**) provides minimum median coverage of 30 reads for the housekeeping genes (**horizontal red line**), independent of input sample type.Supplemental Figure S12RNA--DNA variant correlation. **A** and **B:** Variant allele frequency (VAF) determined by DNA and RNA sequencing for tier 1 to 3 variants (targetable genes) in our validation sample set (**A**) and tier 4 cancer census genes (**B**).Supplemental Table S1Supplemental Table S2Supplemental Table S3Supplemental Table S4Supplemental Table S5Supplemental Table S6Supplemental Table S7Supplemental Table S8Supplemental Table S9Data Profile
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[^1]: MuTect version 1.1.7, Strelka version 1.0.14. CIs calculated from the Gaussian distribution of true positive calls. Zero values represent insufficient data to perform CI calculation.

[^2]: ALT_COUNT, alternate allele count; VAF, variant allele frequency.

[^3]: Sequencing was performed on the same library preparation (p1) for four samples (two frozen and two FFPE) on the same sequencing machine on three separate days (inter-run reproducibility). Two additional library preparations were performed for each sample (p2, p3) and sequenced on the same day on different sequencing machines (intra-technician reproducibility).

[^4]: FFPE, formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded.

[^5]: CNV, copy number variant; Indel, insertion/deletion; NA, not applicable; SNV, single-nucleotide variant; SV, structural variant; VAF, variant allele frequency; WGS, whole-genome sequencing.

[^6]: Based on Xi et al.[@bib28]

[^7]: Spanning pairs.
